IMPORTANT TIME + VENUE CHANGE: 6PM @ SBCC BC Forum

Mujer sin vergüenza
Woman without shame

A reading by Sandra Cisneros

Far from the heart-song of Sandra Cisneros’ 1984 signature “The House on Mango Street,” her new book of poems, “Woman Without Shame” offers an intimate portrait of desire — for home, for freedom, for sex, and for laughter. In conversation with Cherrie Moraga, co-founder & co-director of Las Maestras Center for Xicanx Indigenous Thought, Art and Social Praxis, the writers will discuss the binational complexity of la MeXicana’s return, the marvel of the body in the age of aging, and the pure pleasure of writing poems.

In conversation with Cherrie Moraga

Sandra Cisneros is an award-winning poet, short story writer, novelist, and essayist. “The House on Mango Street” has sold over seven million copies, has been translated into over twenty-five languages, and is required reading in elementary, high school, and universities across the nation. Cherrie Moraga is the co-editor of “This Bridge Called My Back: Writings by Radical Women of Color” and is a Distinguished Professor of English at UC Santa Barbara. Co-sponsored by Las Maestras Center.

Wednesday, March 6th

IMPORTANT VENUE + TIME CHANGE: The location for this event has changed from UCSB to the SBCC West Campus BC Forum: https://maps.app.goo.gl/qjwo4YtQR3uZxarY9. Start time now 6pm.

For more information or assistance in accommodating people of varying abilities contact the Multicultural Center at 805.893.8411

LIVESTREAM REGISTRATION LINK: https://www.lasmaestrascenter.ucsb.edu/latinaxvoice24

REGISTER ON SHORELINE: https://cglk.me/2D/r2258573